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Cast & crewUser reviewsTriviaMonths after a zombie plague has wiped out 90 percent of the American population, a small group of survivors fight their way cross-country to a rumored refuge on the island of Catalina.Months after a zombie plague has wiped out 90 percent of the American population, a small group of survivors fight their way crosscountry to a rumored refuge on the island of Catalina.Months after a zombie plague has wiped out 90 percent of the American population, a small group of survivors fight their way cross-country to a rumored refuge on the island of Catalina.83User reviews46Critic reviews Good story but since when do zombies drive cars, in some of the scenes there

is traffic in the back ground, now this is either an error or zombies can now drive.Scenes where zombies masks are coming off, and poor special effects gives you some laughs not that I think thats intended.Still the movie is watchable though, nothing unique to this genre, a poor mans 28 days later is how I would describe this movie.I would guess this
would be a direct to DVD release.Hopefully this is a first attempt by the company who made this, PRO TIP don't film this type of movie during rush hour you generally imagine after most of the population of the earth is dead and people are fighting to get to a safe haven away from a zombie plague that others are not driving to work whilst this is
taking place.MarkSuggest an edit or add missing contentBy what name was Zombie Apocalypse (2011) officially released in Canada in English?Answer The zombie: Without remorse and pity, driven by a single hunger, and damn near impossible to put down permanently. There have been times since their introduction into movies in the 1930s where it
felt like we’d never see a zombie movie again. Then there are eras of the opposite, where you couldn’t stick your arm out in a multiplex without a shambling ghoul nearby, ready to chomp. And since we’ve been in feast mode over the last decade-plus, we’re taking a big bite with our guide to the 30 Essential Zombie Movies that you need to watch!
While zombie movies have been for more than 80 years (in 1932 we got White Zombie, in 1943 I Walked With a Zombie), it’s commonly accepted the subgenre as we know it today didn’t rise until 1968, when George A. Romero unleashed Night of the Living Dead. An independent film with a budget barely above six figures, Night enthralled audiences
with its mysterious plot, shocking gore, progressive casting and social commentary, and, natch, the unforgettable hordes of the gaunt, hungry undead. Crowned the godfather of zombies, Romero made five more Dead movies, the best of which are featured in this guide, including Dawn of the Dead and Day of the Dead. Despite Romero’s efforts, it
would still be a long shuffle into the early 2000s before zombies would break out of horror niche and crawl all over pop culture. Highlights from the pre-2000 era include splatter comedies like Return of the Living Dead and Dead Alive, Lucio Fulci’s eye-splitting and shark-wrestling Zombi 2, and H.P. Lovecraft adaptation Re-Animator. The success of
the Resident Evil video games revealed an audience appetite hitherto untapped, inspiring a gushing fount of zombie movies released between 2000 and 2005. Now we got to see the true versatility of the zombie movie. There was the loving spoofery of Shaun of the Dead. The blockbuster theatrics of the Resident Evil adaptation. Cutting-edge, gritty
filmmaking with 28 Days Later. Japanese kinetic action in Versus, and most recently the creative, micro-budget One Cut of the Dead. Ever since, zombies have shown no sign of slowing down. (Some have even figured out how to run.) TV show The Walking Dead is an obvious behemoth to point towards, but in the film world, zombies have made their
way into found footage ([REC]), rom-com (Warm Bodies), and grindhouse throwbacks (Planet Terror). And with this guide, we sought to capture those many moods, the various sensitivities that make up the zombie movie. Most featured here are Fresh and Certified Fresh, and of course we’re including a few Rotten movies. They may not have gotten
the highest critical marks, but offer just as much color, life, and odor to this list. With that, it’s time to use your braaaaains and dig deep into the best zombie movies to watch! #24 #19 #18 #14 #13 #12 #9 #8 #7 #3 #2 #1 Zombie ApocalypseDVD coverWritten byCraig EnglerBrooks PeckDirected byNick LyonStarringVing RhamesGary
WeeksJohnny PacarRobert BlancheAnya MonzikovaLesley-Ann BrandtTaryn ManningMusic byChris RidenhourCountry of originUnited StatesOriginal languageEnglishProductionProducerDavid Michael LattCinematographyPedja RadenkovicEditorJames KondelikRunning time90 minutesProduction companyThe AsylumReleaseOriginal
networkSyfyOriginal release October 29, 2011 (2011-10-29) Zombie Apocalypse (or 2012: Zombie Apocalypse) is a 2011 American zombie horror film by Syfy and The Asylum starring Ving Rhames, Gary Weeks, Johnny Pacar, Robert Blanche, Anya Monzikova, Lesley-Ann Brandt and Taryn Manning. Directed by Nick Lyon, it was released on the Syfy
channel on October 29, 2011. It was released on DVD and Blu-ray on December 27, 2011. Plot The film begins by showing the previous six months in flashbacks. In June 2011 a plague called the VM2 virus is first discovered in a French woman. Within the next 28 days, 83% of the population of Europe was infected. The virus becomes a global
pandemic as it eventually reaches Japan, the Philippines, and the United States. Six months later, the zombie plague has wiped out 90% of the population of the United States. In the present, a trio of survivors comes down from a cabin to search a small town for food and news of survivors. Ramona (Taryn Manning), Billie (Eddie Steeples), and Kevin
(Gerald Webb) are ransacking an auto repair garage when the noise attracts a horde of zombies who attack. Kevin is swarmed and bitten before another group of survivors consisting of Henry (Ving Rhames), Julian (Johnny Pacar), Cassie (Lesley-Ann Brandt), and Mack (Gary Weeks) intervene and stop the zombies. Kevin, bitten and turning into a
zombie, is dispatched by Cassie. The group decides to head out together. As they are traveling, Mack reveals they are headed to the island of Catalina, supposedly a survivor camp. The group stop at a strip mall and raid a surf shop for shoes and protective clothing. They are attacked by a "runner" zombie which attracts a group of slower ones. Cassie
kills the runner and they escape out the rear of the store. That night, they take refuge in a diner and the group shares a dinner together. The next day the group heads to the "Human Safe Zone" at the high school. Inside they find corpses littered around and no people. In the gym they discover empty cots and realize the place was abandoned. As they
are searching the gym it is suddenly flooded with zombies that pour in from several doors. During the melee Ramona is separated from the group and Billie is swarmed and bitten. The group finds Ramona in the showers and tell her about Billie. After leaving the school, the group takes a short cut through a small neighborhood and find a house that's
on fire. As Mack is about to be overtaken by a zombie an arrow hits it and a man with a bow grabs Mack. The man takes Mack, Julian and Ramona with him. Henry and Cassie are separated and run off without the others. At a nearby safe house, the archers introduce themselves as Myrah, Brockton (Robert Blanche), and Sarah (Anya Monzikova). They
all confer to decide on a route to get to the ferry to Catalina. Mack wants to go back for Henry and Cassie, Brockton tells them no. They decide to follow the original route they were going to take in the hopes that everyone will find each other. The next day the group sets out through the city. Julian stops to use a portable toilet and finds a zombie
hiding inside. The group is swarmed and in the chaos Julian is bitten. They hide from the zombies in a van and Julian reveals his bite to Mack. He offers to sacrifice himself as a distraction but begins to turn before he can follow through. The entire group is forced to hold him down while Mack breaks his neck. Meanwhile, Henry and Cassie travel alone
toward the ferry dock. They decide to stay on the original path because they know where the others are going. They encounter an abandoned army post and take some grenades. Cassie uses a grenade to kill a pack of zombies following them and the explosion is close enough to distract the zombies surrounding the others in the van. They take the
opportunity to leave the van and head the opposite way. The explosion attracts hordes of zombies to Henry and Cassie, who end up trapped on the roof of a building. While on the roof they see Mack and the others on a nearby rooftop. Cassie and Henry escape the rooftop and rejoin Mack's group. The unified group is pursued through the streets
toward the docks. At the docks they find a sign about the ferry, instructions for quarantine, and food and water. They also discover freshly killed bodies that have been dragged around. The group is then suddenly attacked by a pair of infected tigers. Brockton is killed and Henry is bitten. Henry begs Cassie to finish him and she does. As the movie
closes, the survivors wait for the ferry and Mack is shown writing in Julian's diary. In the final scene, the ferry approaches and blows its horn. Cast Ving Rhames as Henry Everlen[1] Taryn Manning as Ramona Johnny Pacar as Julien Gary Weeks as Mack Lesley-Ann Brandt as Cassie Eddie Steeples as Billy Robert Blanche as Brockton Lilan Bowden as
Myrah Anya Monzikova as Sara Gerald Webb as Kevin Anderson Release The Asylum released the film on Blu-ray on December 27, 2011.[2] Though the video and audio quality was generally well received, the discs were criticized for having a widespread factory defect where the film would glitch and skip during the ending, and a few of the special
features wouldn’t load properly. Though complaints were leveled at The Asylum, the discs were never fixed and the Blu-ray instead went out of print.[3] Reception Beyond Hollywood called the film "surprisingly watchable" and wealthy in the amount of zombie scares.[4] Scott Von Doviak of The A.V. Club called it "a lackluster addition to the Asylum
library of cheap, ridiculous nonsense" and "a dull riff on The Walking Dead".[5] Paul Mount of Starburst rated it 6/10 stars and called it "a cheap and cheerful generic zombie movie" that features enough good ideas and strong performances to make it enjoyable.[6] Scott Foy of Dread Central rated it 2.5/5 stars and called it "a rather routine zombie
flick".[7] Ian Jane of DVD Talk rated it 2.5/5 stars and wrote, "2012: Zombie Apocalypse isn't going to win any awards for originality, but it might entertain you enough if you're looking for some cheap, goofy fun."[2] Patrick Naugle of DVD Verdict described it as "a collection of zombie clichés and nothing more".[8] See also List of zombie movies
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